Users should have influence, including in research.

But will such universal participation really serve its purpose, and is this participation effectively facilitated?

User participation in research – real influence?

User participation is no longer restricted to the recruitment of test persons to be included in research projects. The Report to the Storting says: “When users are included throughout the research process, this research will reflect the users’ needs and viewpoints to a greater extent, and enhance the certainty that new knowledge will be of benefit to the health and care services will be produced. There is a need to facilitate increased user involvement at all stages of the research process.”

What is happening in Norwegian healthcare services to fulfil this need? In some research projects, user representatives are included in the project group and on the list of authors (2, 3). At a conference on user participation in research, arranged by the Norwegian Knowledge Centre for the Health Services and the Research Council of Norway last year (4), it became clear that the Ministry of Health and Care Services, the health enterprises and the universities all wish to reinforce user participation. The ministry argued that those who fund research activities should give added weight to applications that include plans for such participation. The Research Council of Norway has heeded this recommendation. Its forthcoming programme Practice-oriented R&D in the health, welfare and care sectors will include special requirements for user participation in projects (5), similar to the requirements imposed on applications to the programme Practice-oriented R&D in the health and welfare services (6). Imposing an absolute requirement for user participation could generate a risk that good projects that fail to include users will be left without funding.

The Report to the Storting (1) further says that: «Users should be included in advisory boards and committees to ensure real influence.» If this means that users should participate at all levels, we may ask whether this is appropriate. A quick glance at the composition of the research committees in the health enterprises shows that user representatives have been included in many of them, for example in the research committee at Oslo University Hospital (7). Other health enterprises, such as Helgeland Hospital, which undertakes research, have chosen to involve user representatives as separate committees with a user focus. In fact, a key function of the research committee at Oslo University Hospital after user participation had been introduced, and facilitating the meetings to cater to the users as well as to the agenda is no simple matter. With thirteen professors and one user representative around the table, complying with the item in the hospital’s strategy for user participation can scarcely be easy: «Users should be provided with an opportunity to contribute their user experience in research processes wherever this is relevant» (10). To ensure that the users have real influence – and thus provide an added value to the committee – inviting them to meetings is not alone sufficient.

We may question whether university hospital research committees are the best forum for drawing on the users’ resources and experience. An alternative that might be more conducive to elucidating the users’ perspective could be separate committee meetings with a prioritised list of topics and several user representatives attending. It could be worth noting a specification in the Report to the Storting: «The most important aspect, however, is to include users in the development of services on which they have viewpoints and from which they have experience» (1). Achieving this will require development of arenas where the users can promote their viewpoints.
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Looking at the issues discussed by the research committee at Oslo University Hospital after user participation had been introduced, one may ask whether the users can reasonably be expected to have an opinion on weighty matters such as new programmes, action plans, research infrastructure, development of improved care pathways etc. To form an opinion on all these issues, good knowledge of research strategy, application processes, evaluations and – not least – the terminology and abbreviations used at Oslo University Hospital/the University of Oslo. Most likely, the deliberations proceed no differently from the way they did before user participation was introduced, and facilitating the meetings to cater to the users as well as to the agenda is no simple matter. With thirteen professors and one user representative around the table, complying with the item in the hospital’s strategy for user participation can scarcely be easy: «Users should be provided with an opportunity to contribute their user experience in research processes wherever this is relevant» (10). To ensure that the users have real influence – and thus provide an added value to the committee – inviting them to meetings is not alone sufficient.
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